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Following recent interest in constructing large self-deployable structures made of re-
inforced polymer materials, this paper presents a detailed study of viscoelastic effects in
folding, stowage, and deployment of tape-springs which often act as deployment actuators
in space structures. Folding and stowage behavior at different temperatures and rates are
studied. It is found that the peak load increases with the folding rate but reduces with
temperature. It is also shown that a load reduction of as much as 60% is possible during
stowage due to relaxation behavior. Deployment behavior after significant load relaxation
demonstrates features distinct from elastic tape-springs. It starts with a short dynamic re-
sponse, followed by a quasi-static deployment, and ends with a slow creep recovery process.
A key feature is that the localized fold stays stationary throughout deployment. Finite el-
ement simulations that incorporate an experimentally characterized viscoelastic material
model are presented and found to capture the folding and stowage behavior accurately. The
general features of deployment response are also predicted, but with larger discrepancy.

I. Introduction and Background

A continuing challenge in spacecraft applications is the packaging of large structures in the confined
space of launch vehicles and the subsequent in-orbit deployment. Energy-storing structures provide a robust
solution because they are able to self-deploy by releasing the strain energy stored during folding: reinforced
polymer composites have become strong candidate materials because of their high thermal stability and
specific stiffness.1 However, the inherent creep behavior of polymer matrix has limited the amount of
deployment force and shape precision that the structure can achieve. An example of viscoelastic effects
in deployable structures is the Mars Advanced Radar for Subsurface and Ionosphere Sounding (MARSIS)
antenna on the Mars Express spacecraft.2 A reduction in deployment moment was observed in the folded
composite booms forming the antenna after a long period of stowage and has been attributed to energy
dissipation in the viscoelastic matrix.3 Since deployable structures are often stowed for a long time and
subject to varying temperature environments, a reliable analysis needs to take into account the viscoelastic
behavior of the material.

Effects of stowage have attracted interest recently. Previous work was primarily experimental, studying
the recovery time4 and deployment dynamics5 of slotted composite booms after stowage. Limited analysis
was proposed to model the structure to aid the understanding of the shape recovery process over time under
general conditions. In a recent study6 we have correlated analytically the moment and shape evolution of a
viscoelastic beam for different stowage durations and temperatures under quasi-static conditions. This paper
aims to extend such investigations to tape-springs, which are routinely used as building blocks of deployable
space structures,7 to reveal the implications of viscoelastic effects.

The particular problem chosen is the folding, stowage and deployment of a thin tape-spring made of low
density polyethylene (LDPE). A tape-spring is a thin shell with curved section, typically of uniform curvature
and subtending an angle smaller than 180◦, as shown in Figure 1. While the mechanical properties of solid
polymers depends on their particular molecular structure that gives rise to the distinction between thermosets
and thermoplastics, the phenomenological features of linear viscoelastic behavior of polymers are adequately
represented by the same constitutive model provided that they are viewed under the correct temperature and
time scale. The normalized stiffness variations over time (master curves) of LDPE and epoxies commonly
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used in composites are similar provided that each curve is referenced to the respective glass transition
temperature for that material. This remarkable feature is summarized in the time-temperature equivalence
principle. Typical epoxies have glass transition temperatures above 100◦C, which add significant difficulty
in experiments involving large displacements such as dynamic deployment. In choosing LDPE, whose glass
transition is below 0◦,8 we can study viscoelastic effects in structures near room temperature and the results
are indicative of thermosets above the glass transition, based on time-temperature equivalence.

It is well known that packaging of thin structures can be accomplished by exploiting geometric non-
linearities. In this paper, we study tape-springs folded by forming a local buckle and regard the process
of folding-stowage-deployment as a continuous time-dependent event that takes into account the load and
boundary condition histories. Experiments with detailed control of prescribed conditions against time are
presented. The experimental results are compared with numerical simulations based on isotropic linear vis-
coelasticity. The current study is the first to provide the necessary techniques to incorporate viscoelastic
material models in a global structural finite element analysis for deployable structures.

The paper is laid out as follows. Section II describes the fabrication of LDPE tape-springs and the exper-
iments carried out for observing both the quasi-static folding and stowage, as well as dynamic deployment
behavior. Section III reviews relevant aspects of the theory of linear viscoelasticity and describes the mate-
rial characterization procedure used for the tape-spring. Section IV presents the finite element simulation
techniques for modeling viscoelastic structures. Section V compares and discusses the experimental and
numerical results. Section VI concludes the paper.

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Photos of tape-spring: (a) deployed and (b) folded.

II. Experiments

Quasi-static folding and stowage, followed by dynamic deployment were investigated experimentally in
sequence. Folding and stowage tests were conducted first, following a carefully designed procedure that
could be executed under fully controlled conditions, with a known deformation history prior to deployment.
Dynamic deployment experiments were then performed to observe the shape recovery process of tape-springs
that had been subject to stowage.

All experiments were carried out on tape-springs with an inner diameter of 38 mm, a nominal thickness
of 0.73 mm, and a subtended angle of 150◦ fabricated from flat LDPE sheets through a thermal remolding
process. In the process, a flat LDPE sheet was sandwiched between two PTFE release fabric layers, wrapped
around a steel mandrel, restrained with heat shrink tape, and subject to a thermal cycle. Since LDPE is an
uncrosslinked polymer, the processing temperature is its melting point. The assembly was heated to 120◦C,
maintained at this temperature for 4 hours, and then allowed to cool to room temperature in 8 hours at a
constant cooling rate inside an oven with a temperature control precision of ±2◦C. The long heating and
cooling periods allowed enough time for LDPE to recrystallize and to minimize the effect of physical ageing,
respectively. They are important for achieving temporally stable mechanical properties in the remolded
material.
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A. Quasi-static Folding and Stowage

Folding and stowage tests were performed by vertically compressing tape-spring specimens with a length
of 272 mm in an Instron testing machine as shown in Figure 2. One challenge of conducting experiments
with viscoelastic materials is the requirement of fully and precisely tracking the load and displacement
measurements with respect to time. The exact deformation history needs to be controlled in order to
reproduce the same response experimentally due to path dependence of the problem. Although tape springs
can be easily folded by hand, a rather unusual fold-stow procedure was adopted for the present experiment,
to achieve fully controlled load profiles and boundary conditions that can be measured simultaneously over
time.

To allow the ends of the tape-spring to rotate freely through a large angle during folding, the connection
between the end of the tape-spring and the load frame was established through point contact with thin
aluminum plates attached to the Instron testing machine. Experiments at temperatures of 15◦C and 22◦C
were conducted inside an environmental chamber (Instron Heatwave Model 3119-506) that has a temperature
control precision of ±1◦C.

During the test, a vertically downward displacement of 80 mm was applied to the tape-spring, which was
then held in this configuration for 5000 s. Two displacement rates, 1 mm/s and 5 mm/s, were used. Load
profiles over time were obtained and plotted in Figures 3 and 4.

As seen in Figure 3, the load drops significantly after buckling and continues to decrease even though the
displacement is still decreasing. This is different from the post-buckling behavior of an Euler strut where the
load vs. displacement response would have a slightly positive slope. There are two reasons for this difference,
first the moment at the fold of an elastic tape spring is constant due to propagation of a local instability9

and second due to viscoelastic effects in the present case the moment actually decreases. Load relaxation
takes place at the same time as buckle propagation and offsets the expected increase in force. It also shows
that a higher load is required to fold the tape-spring at lower temperatures and faster rates. This behavior
is typical of viscoelastic materials whose modulus increases with decreasing temperature and increasing rate.

Figure 4 plots the load on semi-log scale during the stowage period for the case of 1 mm/s displacement
rate. The linear shape of the curves on a log time axis implies that the reduction in load is exponential in
time. After 5000 s the load has dropped to about half of its value at the end of folding.

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Folding and stowage test setup (environmental chamber not shown): (a) deployed (unstressed)
configuration and (b) stowed configuration.
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Figure 3: Load response during folding: (a) at a displacement rate of 1 mm/s and (b) at a displacement rate
of 5 mm/s.
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Figure 4: Load response in stowed configuration for a displacement rate of 1 mm/s.
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B. Dynamic Deployment

Deployment tests were conducted at room temperature on a tape-spring with a length of 398 mm using
the experimental setup shown in Figure 5. The tape-spring was clamped on the bottom and positioned
vertically. It was first folded to an angle of 87◦ in 9 s and then held stowed for 983 s. While in the stowed
configuration, the force at the end of the tape-spring was measured by connecting it to a load cell through a
string. Deployment was initiated by cutting the string at the end of stowing period. This experiment poses
many of the general challenges that are encountered in applications of self-deployable structures, which relax
during stowage and creep during deployment upon a sudden removal of displacement constraints.

To characterize the deformation of the tape-spring, a target point P near the free end was marked (Fig-
ure 5) and its lateral displacement xp was tracked during deployment. Large displacements were extracted
from images taken using a high resolution camcorder with a frame rate of 30 fps. A laser displacement sensor
(Keyence LK-G87) was used to measure the small values of xp that could not be measured accurately from
the images.

Figure 6 shows the deployed shapes over time with different time steps. Their corresponding values of xp

and points in time are marked in Figure 7, which includes three detailed views of the displacement response
over time, each highlighting a particular feature. The deployment process can be divided into three stages
with distinctive features. A dynamic response is seen during the first 5 s, Figure 7(b), and includes a low
vibration magnitude with a period of about 0.8 s about a finite displacement that decreases with time. The
next phase involves quasi-static deployment and occurs between 5 s and 55 s, with the lateral displacement
actually overshooting the deployed configuration by 11 mm, Figure 7(c). Note that the fold location does
not change during these first two stages: this behavior is different from that of a linear elastic tape-spring in
which deployment is accompanied by the fold traveling towards the fixed end.9 Finally, a slow creep recovery
of the fold cross section leads to a nearly zero lateral displacement over a period of 3000 s. It should be
noted that the cross section recovery to its original geometry is only asymptotic.

Load cell

Laser

sensor

Tape-spring

P

x

Figure 5: Experimental configuration for deployment test.

III. Material Model

The behavior observed in Section II has shown significant time-dependent effects. This section aims
to provide the theoretical and experimental basis for modeling the material constitutive behavior to be
incorporated into a structural finite element analysis.
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Figure 6: Deployment sequence: (A)-(F) from 0 s to 2.5 s in steps of 0.5 s, (G)-(I): from 5 s to 55 s in steps
of 25 s, and (J)-(L): from 1000 s to 3000 s in steps of 1000 s.
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Figure 7: Displacement of point P during deployment.
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A. Review of Linear Viscoelasticity

The theory of linear viscoelasticity is well established to describe the time and temperature dependence of
the mechanical properties of polymers.10–13 A Prony series is widely used to describe the linear viscoelastic
behavior over a finite range of time scales. The relaxation modulus under isothermal conditions is written
as

E(t) = E∞ +
n∑

i=1

Eie
−(t/ρi), (1)

where t is time, E∞ is the long term modulus, Ei are the Prony coefficients, and ρi are the relaxation times.
The constitutive relation for uniaxial deformation is expressed in the form of the Boltzmann superposition
integral,

σ(t) =

∫ t

0

E(t− τ)
dϵ(τ)

dτ
dτ, (2)

where σ is stress and ϵ is strain.
For the class of thermorheologically simple materials, the effects of time and temperature on the material

behavior can be treated in the same manner through the time-temperature superposition principle,14

E(t, T ) = E(t′, T0), t′ =
t

aT (T )
, (3)

where t′ is called the reduced time, T0 is the reference temperature, and aT (T ) is the temperature shift
factor. The time-temperature superposition principle states that the modulus at temperature T and time
t is the same as the modulus at a reference temperature T0 at a reduced time t′. Thus, one can relate the
viscoelastic behavior at one temperature to that at another temperature by a shift in the time scale. When
temperature varies with time, the reduced time is obtained by integration,

t′(t) =

∫ t

0

dτ

aT (T (τ))
. (4)

Based on this principle, a master curve can be constructed at an arbitrary reference temperature by
shifting the relaxation moduli at any other temperatures to the reference temperature. On a log-log plot of
relaxation versus time, this is equivalent to a horizontal shift with a distance of log aT (T ). The resulting
master curve is a plot of relaxation modulus on the reduced time scale and describes both the time and
temperature dependence of the material behavior.

One commonly used relation for the temperature shift factor of polymers is the empirical Williams-
Landel-Ferry (WLF) equation,15

logaT = − C1(T − T0)

C2 + (T − T0)
, (5)

in which C1 and C2 are material constants that depend on the particular polymer and the logarithm is of
base ten.

For isotropic solids the uniaxial constitutive relation in Equation 2 can be generalized to three dimensions
by decomposing stress and strain into deviatoric and dilatational components. The corresponding hereditary
integrals are written as

sij(t) = 2

∫ t

0

G(t− τ)
∂eij(τ)

∂τ
dτ (6)

σkk(t) = 3

∫ t

0

K(t− τ)
∂ϵkk(τ)

∂τ
dτ (7)

where sij and eij are the deviatoric stress and strain, σkk and ϵkk are the dilatational stress and strain, G
is the shear modulus and K is the bulk modulus. They are related to uniaxial modulus through

G(t) =
E(t)

2(1 + ν)
, (8)
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K(t) =
E(t)

3(1− 2ν)
, (9)

where ν is the Poisson’s ratio, which is assumed to be constant Poisson’s ratio. It has been shown that the
assumption of a time independent Poisson’s ratio is valid only under the condition of incompressibility,16–19

therefore a value of 0.49 is used for analysis.

B. Characterization of Low Density Polyethylene

Linear viscoelastic properties of LDPE were characterized through a series of tensile relaxation tests on
rectangular test coupons that had been subjected to the same thermal cycle as during the manufacture
of the tape-springs. Specimens with dimensions of 165 mm by 40.0 mm, a thickness of 0.78 mm and
a density of 930 kg/m3 were tested inside an environmental chamber. A type-T thermocouple made of
Copper/Constantan was attached to the surface of a dummy LDPE specimen close to the test specimen
to monitor the actual specimen temperature. As a test for stable temperature conditioning inside the
environmental chamber, a temperature impulse was imposed and the subsequent temperature variation over
time measured by the built-in thermocouple and the dummy specimen thermocouple were recorded. It
was found that the temperature readings from the two thermocouples became identical 30 minutes after
the impulse. This indicates that thermal equilibrium can be established within such time frame, and this
thermal conditioning time was allowed prior to each test.

Prior to testing, the position of the load frame was adjusted so that a zero axial preload was obtained.
To further reduce experimental errors, the specimens were allowed to rest under zero load for 1 hour to
ensure the transient effects due to crosshead adjustment had disappeared. Relaxation tests were carried
out at temperatures of 0◦C, 10◦C and 22◦C. Test data at low temperatures are required to obtain a close
approximation to the instantaneous modulus. At each temperature, test coupons were stretched to a strain
of 0.005 in 1 second and held constant for 3 hours. The longitudinal and transverse strains in the specimen
were measured using two laser extensometers (Electronic Instrument Research Ltd LE-05) set at a recording
rate of 5 Hz.

The relaxation moduli measured are shown in Figure 8. The initial portion of the relaxation test data
after loading with a finite strain rate deviates from that in the case of ideal instantaneous straining. It has
been demonstrated the difference becomes negligible in about 10 times the loading time.20 For this reason,
the data obtained during the first 10 s after loading were discarded. The individual relaxation moduli at
T = 0◦C and T = 10◦C were shifted to the reference temperature of T0 = 22◦C to form a master curve. The
corresponding shift factors were determined so that the shifted relaxation moduli and the unshifted one at
T0 lie along a single smooth curve. Figure 9 depicts the master curve of LDPE at the reference temperature.

The long term modulus, Prony coefficients and relaxation times were determined by fitting the Prony
series representation, Equation (1), to the master curve using the Levenberg-Marquardt optimization algo-
rithm. Table 1 summarizes the Prony series parameters. Similarly, the material constants C1 and C2 were
found by fitting the temperature shift data to the WLF equation (Equation (5)) and the values obtained
were

C1 = −8.74 and C2 = −40.41

IV. Finite Element Implementation

Finite element simulations that make use of the viscoelastic material model established in Section III
were carried out with the commercial software Abaqus/Standard21 to obtain comparisons for the behavior
observed in the two types of test. Since the problem under study requires the computation of long term
response of a dissipative structure, an implicit simulation code like Abaqus/Standard is suitable because the
time increments can be varied according to the degree of nonlinearity encountered and the accuracy desired.

A. Analysis Details

The viscoelastic material properties summarized in Table 1 were defined with the option *VISCOELASTIC,
TIME=PRONY. A user subroutine (UTRS) was written to define the temperature shift factor with Equa-
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Figure 8: Relaxation moduli versus time at different temperatures.
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Figure 9: Master curve for LDPE at 22◦C.
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i Ei [MPa] ρi [s]

∞ 136.2 —–

1 150.6 2.43× 10−2

2 74.81 2.17× 10−1

3 68.26 1.52

4 65.22 1.24× 10

5 62.85 1.49× 102

6 49.83 1.69× 103

Table 1: Prony series parameters for LDPE.

tion 5. With this general capability, the change in material modulus within the structure due to temperature
gradient and history can be readily accounted for.

Simulations of the quasi-static folding and stowage test in Section II.A were carried out with a model
including 6800 quadrilateral shell elements (S4) with a maximum dimension of 2 mm as shown in Figure 10.
The mesh density in the circumferential direction was twice that in the longitudinal direction for more precise
computation of the localized fold. Displacement boundary conditions were defined for two nodes, one on each
end section of the tape-spring and coinciding with the mid-point of the cross section. All the translational
degrees of freedom of the bottom node were constrained and gravity load was prescribed throughout the
analysis.

A quasi-static analysis was carried out in two steps, as follows. During the folding step, a downward
displacement of 80 mm was imposed on the top node, at the same rates and temperatures used in the
experiments. In the stowage step, the degrees of freedom of the top node were held constant for 5000 s and
equal to their values at the end of the folding step.

The accuracy of integration during the quasi-static steps was controlled by specifying the tolerance
parameter through the command *CETOL, which puts a limit on the maximum change in creep strain rate
allowed over a time increment. A value of 1×10−4 was found to be adequate for obtaining accurate solutions.

Simulations of the dynamic deployment test in Section II.B were carried out with a similar mesh, but
with 2500 elements and a maximum dimension of 4 mm. For this simulation, the bottom end section of
the tape-spring was fixed and a lateral displacement of 300 mm was imposed over 9 s to the top node, to
simulate folding. The boundary conditions on the top node were instantaneously removed after a stowage
step of 983 s. The analysis was quasi-static for these first two steps and dynamic after the removal of the
top node constraint. The deployment process was simulated for 3000 s.

B. Modeling of Geometric Imperfections

The behavior of thin shells is known to be sensitive to geometric imperfections from sources such as man-
ufacturing and load misalignment: if such effects are not considered the response of a structure usually
appears much stiffer than observed in experiments. This was the case for initial simulation attempts of thin
tape-springs assuming perfect geometry, until two major imperfections were identified and appropriately
modeled.

The first imperfection considered was the uneven distribution of thickness resulting from the fabrication
process. To account for this defect, a rectangular grid was drawn on the tape-spring and the actual thickness
at the grid points was measured with a coating thickness gauge (Elcometer 456) with a resolution of 10
microns. The grid spacing is such that the distance between adjacent grid points is 16 mm along the length
and 10 mm along the circumference of the tape-spring. The thickness distribution was included in the finite
element model by specifying the element thickness to be calculated from the nodal thicknesses. Since the
mesh is much finer than the thickness measurement grid, spline interpolation was used to determine the
thickness at all node positions. Figure 11 shows the thickness contours of a tape-spring specimen.

Another imperfection found to be important was the residual deformation resulting from previous loading
cycles, due to residual viscoelastic deformation. Complete shape recovery, in particular of the cross section
geometry in the fold region, requires several weeks to occur and hence a small amount of deformation
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Gravity direction

Figure 10: Finite element model of tape-spring.

remained whenever a test was repeated. To characterize this imperfection, the residual deformed shape
was estimated from simulations of a perfect tape-spring. This was done by first performing the folding and
stowage analysis described previously, and subsequently allowing the tape-spring to freely recover. The nodal
displacements at the end of the recovery period were then seeded as a perturbation to the perfect tape-spring
geometry and thus generate an imperfect initial shape for the actual analysis.

The magnitude of this perturbation was defined by measuring the mid-section of the specimen at three
points using laser sensors prior to testing and the imperfections were chosen so that the values at these points
were matched. Figure 12 shows the contour plot of a particular residual displacement distribution used for
constructing the imperfect initial shape and the locations at which displacement measurements were taken.

V. Comparison of Results and Discussions

The load vs. time profiles from the experiments and the simulations, and for two different temperatures are
compared in Figure 13. Overall, the simulations show good agreement with the observed response. However,
the simulation slightly overpredicts the peak load, by 0.9 N and 0.3 N for temperatures of 15◦C and 22◦C
respectively. The effect of such discrepancy on the long term response of the structure is negligible because
it only lasts a few seconds. The error between simulated and experimental results has become insignificant
after the the fold has completely formed at about 7 s. This can be seen more clearly in Figure 14, where the
load in the stowed configuration is plotted on a semi-log scale. The load relaxation behavior is well captured
by the simulation.

Figure 15 compares the lateral displacement of tape-spring, xp, during deployment. The general features
of the response have been reproduced by the simulations, but there are also some noticeable discrepancies.
The period of vibration is about 0.3 s longer in the simulated response during the initial dynamic phase
shown in Figure 15(a), but the oscillations are about the same mean displacement in experiments and sim-
ulations. The largest discrepancy is found in the quasi-static recovery phase shown in Figure 15(b), where
the simulation overpredicts the overshoot by 20 mm, occurring about 35 s earlier than in the experiment.
Dynamic response is also observed in the simulation right after the overshoot, but is not seen in the experi-
ments. Nonetheless, the long term creep recovery is reasonably well predicted, as shown in Figure 15(c). It
is believed that the main reason for the discrepancies is thermal variations in the experimental environment,
which would require experiments conducted inside a chamber with temperature stabilization.

The effects of imperfections have also been examined by comparing simulations of perfect and imperfect
tape-springs. The peak load is highly sensitive to both thickness distribution and residual deformation and is
significantly lower in imperfect tape-springs. It is also found that even a small residual deformation reduces
the time required for a complete fold to form. However, it has little effect on deployment provided that
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sufficient stowage time is allowed.
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Figure 13: Comparison of load vs. time response during folding, for a displacement rate of 1 mm/s.
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Figure 14: Comparison of load relaxation vs. time during stowage.

VI. Conclusions

The present study is the first attempt to tackle the entire folding, stowage, and deployment process of a
viscoelastic tape-spring as a continuous time-dependent event. It has been shown that the peak load during
folding rises with decreasing temperature and increasing folding rates. The folding and stowage process is
characterized by significant load relaxation. It has also been shown that establishing the correct load and
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Figure 15: Comparison of lateral displacement of tape-spring free end: (a) transient dynamic response, (b)
quasi-static deployment and (c) long term creep recovery.
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deformation history is important for understanding the subsequent deployment process.
Deployment begins with a weak dynamic response accompanied by a low magnitude vibration. This short

dynamic phase is followed by a quasi-static deployment that returns the tape-spring to almost the straight
deployed configuration, but with a slight overshoot. The full recovery requires a final slow creep recovery
process. An interesting observation is that the fold location stays constant during deployment, as opposed to
the moving fold seen in elastic tape-springs. It is speculated that locking of the fold is due to local stiffness
reduction at the fold after relaxation. This particular deformed configuration becomes a stable equilibrium,
while only neutral equilibrium is attained for elastic tape-springs.

Finite element simulations based on linear isotropic viscoelasticity and measured material properties
have been developed to simulate the behavior of tape-springs. It has been demonstrated that the simulation
techniques presented are capable of capturing all the details for folding and stowage behavior at different
temperatures and rates. The key features of dynamic behavior are also reproduced, but with some discrep-
ancy that needs further investigation. The finite element implementation has general capabilities that can
handle varying temperature gradients and histories for viscoelastic deployable structures in both quasi-static
and dynamic situations.
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